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Based on documentary research chiefly in the Archivo Histórico de Córdoba; the author broadens an otherwise thin sketch of a municipal history in the colonial period by including brief tráeings of the growth of latifundismo in the region. (J. F.)


Copiously documented, the work is part of the product of 30 years of labor. (J. F.)


Re-edition of a sober administrative history compiled from documentary research in the Archivo de Indias, Seville. Whole documents filling several pages, which might have been summarized very briefly, are frequently quoted verbatim. (J. F.)


Republication of this classic. Contains index of persons processed by the Inquisition in Chile. (J. F.)


An evaluation of Jesuit missionary activity (1625-1767) in the heart of the Colombian llanos area. Based on printed sources primarily, but also on archive material. Father Jerez is of the opinion that the Casanare missions were comparable in achievement to the Order's Paraguayan establishments and he deplores the abolition in 1767 of both.

J. LEÓN HELGUERA
University of North Carolina


Revised version in Spanish of this fundamental contribution on the cultural history of Spain in America. A documentary appendix (pp. 289-358) includes seven carefully prepared lists of books dated between 1576 and 1613, largely from archives in Mexico and Peru. Review of original work in **HAHR** XXX (February 1950), pp. 89-91. (L. H.)


An interesting and substantial contribution to the genealogy of Pedro de Mendoza which, unlike most genealogical works, makes agreeable reading. The author establishes through new documentary materials the direct relationship of the founder of Buenos Aires with the powerful Mendoza family whose members were so important in the later middle ages in both letters, through the Marqués de Santillana, and in military affairs.

ALBERTO MARIO SALAS
Buenos Aires
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